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I am pleased to announce that Bethesda Hos-
pital has achieved the Pathway to Excellence® 
designation by the American Nurses Creden-
tialing Center. This distinction makes Bethesda 
the 106th hospital organization in the nation, 
the second hospital in Florida and the only 
hospital in Palm Beach County to receive this 
award. Our community can be very proud of 
our entire nursing staff and the invaluable  
contributions they make to ensure that 
Bethesda is providing quality health services 
in a caring manner for our patients. 

In addition, I would like to take a moment 
to remember a dear member of 
the Bethesda family, James 
Byrnes, M.D., who passed 
away in July after a long 
illness. Dr. Byrnes was the 
Chief of the Medical Staff 
and was instrumental in 
establishing Bethesda’s Medi-
cal Residency program with the University of 
Miami Miller School of Medicine and Florida 
Atlantic University. Bethesda will sincerely 
miss this visionary leader who was always a 
dedicated mentor to others and a champion 
for his patients.

Bethesda’s interventional cardiologists are proud 
to offer our community the latest advance-
ments in cardiac catheterization—transradial 
artery catheterization. This less-invasive 
endovascular technique gives physicians access 
to the heart through the patient’s wrist rather 
than through the femoral artery in the groin. 
Using slightly smaller equipment through the 
radial artery, physicians can accomplish the 
same goals with fewer complications and a 

more satisfying patient experience. 
“Patients who have had catheterizations 

done both ways were impressed by the 
comfort and ease of the radial approach,” 
says interventional cardiologist Michael L. 
Metzger, M.D. “A patient can get up from 
the table. They’re not spending hours lying 

down with compression on the groin, as is 
required with the femoral 

approach.”

Fewer Risks
In the United States, 
about 95 percent 
of cardiac cath-
eterizations are 
done through the 
groin. The femoral 
approach carries 
small but sig-
nificant risks of 
complications, 
such as heavy 
bleeding, arterial 
damage, bruising 

or other problems. 
The transradial 

heart care

wrist action
littlea

A radial artery 
procedure is a 
safer and more 
comfortable 
option
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method is steadily gaining momentum because it all but 
eliminates these complications. In the next 10 years, between 
30 and 40 percent of all cardiac catheterizations are likely to 
be done through the radial artery, says Jay A. Midwall, M.D., 
interventional cardiologist.  

“It takes more time, skill and special training,” explains  
Dr. Midwall, adding that the radial procedure is currently 
prevalent in Europe and the Middle East. “As doctors in 
the U.S. adopted this technique, two things happened: One, 
patients preferred it, and two, a number of studies showed it 
was safer, with less bleeding.”

Steady Staff Support
Since blood flow to the hands is supplied by two vessels, 
the radial and ulnar arteries, this flow isn’t compromised 
during transradial artery catheterization. Anatomical 
differences or medical conditions occasionally eliminate 
certain patients as candidates for the radial approach, but 
most can easily opt for this method. Regardless, both sites 
are prepped before a procedure begins to offer cardiolo-
gists options in case the femoral approach 
is needed, which is rare, says Anil G. Verma, 
M.D., interventional cardiologist.

The radial technique reduces the risk of 
bleeding and damage to blood vessels, and 
patients are able to stand up and walk more 
quickly following the procedure. These fac-
tors combine to help minimize the length of 
a patient’s hospital stay and to reduce costs, 
physicians said.

“If we have complex procedures ... that 
require large catheters, then we have to 
go through the femoral artery,” Dr. Verma 
says, adding that these include aortic valve 
implant and intra-aortic balloon pumps. “But 
in the last 10 years, radial has caught on 
more and more.”

BethesdA’s interventionAl cArdiology teAm
The Bethesda Heart Hospital is proud to have a team of highly qualified, Board Certified inter-
ventional cardiologists who perform transradial cardiac catheterizations. For more information 
about these and other Bethesda-affiliated physicians, call our Physician Referral Service at 
561-737-7733, ext. 84499, or visit www.BethesdaHeart.org. Bethesda Heart Hospital is 
located at 2815 S. Seacrest Blvd. in Boynton Beach.
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Mark David Rothenberg, M.D.
Andres F. Ruiz, M.D.
Neerav Suresh Shah, M.D.
Anil G. Verma, M.D.
Arthur P. Weiner, M.D.

Michael L. Metzger, M.D.
Board Certified interventional 
cardiologist on Bethesda’s Medical 
Staff since 2007.

Jay A. Midwall, M.D.
Board Certified interventional 
cardiologist on Bethesda’s Medical 
Staff since 1988.

Anil G. Verma, M.D.
Board Certified interventional 
cardiologist on Bethesda’s Medical 
Staff since 1989.

Support for the radial approach at Bethesda Heart Hos-
pital—where more than 7,000 cardiac catheterizations have 
been performed since its opening in 2008—was early and 
enduring, Dr. Metzger notes.

“When I chose to do transradial catheterizations four years 
ago, the implementation had a significant learning curve 
for the team,” he adds. “Now, with 40 percent of Bethesda’s 
procedures being performed transradially, the staff enthu-
siastically supports this new approach, recognizing the 
long-term benefits to our patients.” 

Radial artery
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As we began our new 
campaign, Caring for Our 
Community, the late Mrs. 
Jean Spence was the first to 
step forward to make a lead 
gift of $5 million. Her gift 
will be permanently recog-
nized at Bethesda Hospital 

East with the new Jean Spence Emergency Department.
Mrs. Spence supported Bethesda since the early 1990s in 

various ways, and she was a shining example of how one 
person could have a tremendous impact. At the beginning 
of the Foundation’s first capital campaign in 2002, the 
$100 Million Community Challenge Campaign, Mrs. Spence’s 
philanthropic commitment was more fully realized to help 
Bethesda establish one of our most prestigious and critical 
Centers of Excellence—Bethesda Heart Hospital. 

This Campaign was Bethesda’s largest capital expan-
sion in its more than 50-year history, and it created and 
expanded numerous Centers of Excellence. The expan-
sion included increasing the hospital’s overall size by 
80,000 square feet, doubling the size of the Emergency 
Department and the number of private beds, creating 
a new Main Lobby and Main Entrance, expanding and 
updating the Pediatrics Department in the Children’s 
Center, expanding the Comprehensive Cancer Center to 
include an oncology inpatient unit and outpatient facili-
ties, and creating and endowing both the Cornell Institute 
for Rehabilitation Medicine and the Driskill Center for  
Caring Excellence.

Mrs. Spence enjoyed giving to help others and wanted to 
better our community. At the time of her gift, she said she 
wanted to inspire others to do the same.

Foundation Chairman Mary Morrell Blum says, “It is our 
honor to remember Mrs. Spence for her loving and kind 
spirit and the philanthropy that so defined her life. We are 
proud and honored that she chose Bethesda as a deserving 
recipient of her philanthropy and kindness. And, of course, 
we do hope that her gift does what she wanted—to inspire 
others to give as generously as they can to support their 
community hospital.”

Caring for Our Community Campaign
With the community’s support, the Bethesda Hospital Foun-
dation continues Caring for Our Community with a goal of 
raising $60 million in our campaign to create and sustain 
our Centers of Excellence, provide the latest in technology 
and advanced medical treatments, improve patient care, and 
support our clinical and nursing staff at both hospitals with 
the Bethesda name—Bethesda Hospital East and Bethesda 
Hospital West, Palm Beach County’s newest hospital, which 
opened earlier this year on the northeast corner of Boynton 
Beach Blvd and US 441.

The Bethesda Hospital Foundation, established in 1947 
as a nonprofit organization called the Gulf Stream Hospital 
Association, has been committed to raising awareness and 
securing funds to assist Bethesda Health, Inc. in providing 
world-class healthcare to our community. 

Donations from our supporters stay at Bethesda and your 
gift is 100 percent tax deductible. A gift to Bethesda is not 

leadingladya
The following pages 
have been provided 
by the Bethesda 
Hospital Foundation, 
which welcomes 
your support.

Jean Spence was 
the first to step 
forward with a 
lead gift for the 
Campaign
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just an investment in our 
community; it’s a choice to 
“Invest in Life” for you, your 
family and your neighbors. 
We need you to make an 
investment to help Bethesda 
continue being the best. 
Together, we are raising sup-
port to create and maintain 
the state of excellence for 
which Bethesda is known.

Thanks to Our Community!
We opened Bethesda Hospi-
tal West to provide quality 
healthcare to the growing 
western community and to also allow for growth in the east as 
the Hospital’s “community” has expanded with patients from 
Palm Beach to Boca Raton to out-of-state seasonal residents. 
While we are still raising funds to support the new hospital, 
we also remain committed to technology initiatives and  
providing the best healthcare. 

The Foundation continues investing in technology through 
robotics to allow our surgeons to be more precise and 
enhance their capability in performing complex, minimally 
invasive surgery. The benefits include less pain, faster recov-
ery and a quicker return to normal activities.

Bethesda is also proud to be the first and only hospital in South 
Palm Beach County, and one of about 35 in the country, to 
utilize the VERASENSE Knee System by OrthoSensor technol-
ogy that enables surgeons, for the first time, to rapidly make a 
total kinetic (force and motion) assessment of knee function, 
limb alignment and soft tissue balance—during surgery. Our 
surgeons are able to see dynamic, quantitative data during the 
surgery, empowering them to make evidence-based decisions 
to optimize outcomes and enhance patient satisfaction.

Recognizing the demand for quality nurses and medi-
cal professionals, the Bethesda College of Health Sciences 
opened last year, which mirrors the mission of Bethesda 
Health. The College provides quality educational programs 
licensed by the Florida Department of Education and 
Commission for Independent Education to nurture and 
graduate caring and competent radiographic technologists 
(RT) and registered nurses (RN) with Associate in Science 
degrees. The College uniquely bridges the education and 
practice gap utilizing the clinical arena that only a hospi-
tal can offer. 

Please consider offering your support and investing 
in our community so that everyone here can benefit 
from the healthcare provided by our not-for-profit  
hospitals. We are owned by the community and rely  
on your generosity. 

For more information or to make a donation, visit  
www.BethesdaHospitalFoundation.org, call 561-737-7733,  
ext. 84445 or return the enclosed envelope.

The late Mrs. Jean Spence at 
the opening of the Bethesda 

Heart Hospital in 2008.
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received, the Salzmans decided they wanted to show their 
gratitude by making a $100,000 pledge to support our not-
for-profit hospitals, specifically the Bethesda Heart Hospital. 

In return for their generosity, the Foundation provided the 
Salzmans with a Benefactors Pavilion Society membership 
and recognized them on the “Heart Wall” in the Bethesda 
Heart Hospital. The Benefactors Pavilion is a private VIP wing 
at both Hospitals that was created a decade ago to thank our 
major donors. The area combines world-class medical care 
with the comforts of home and five-star hotel amenities.

Seasonal residents support Bethesda after a successful triple bypass
A couple of years ago, Fred Salzman, a seasonal resident at 
Valencia Pointe in west Boynton Beach who lives in New 
Jersey the rest of the year, awoke in the middle of the 
night with chest pains. His wife, Barbara, rushed him to 
the Bethesda Hospital East Emergency Room. 

Having no doctors in Florida and accustomed to 
being treated by doctors in New York affiliated with 
internationally known institutions, Mr. Salzman’s first 
thought was to get to his northern home—until reality 
set in. After Mr. Salzman conferred with doctors 
here and there, the doctors agreed and told him, 
“You’ll never make it to New York!”

Mr. Salzman also spoke to his daughter, 
a doctor in New York, to confer. She began 
researching the Bethesda Heart Hospital 
and our physicians and surgeons. She was 
impressed by what she learned, and after meet-
ing with the Bethesda team, the family was 
confident that Mr. Salzman was in very good 
hands as he underwent a triple bypass a couple 
of days later. The surgery was a success and 
went so well that five days later he resumed his 
twice-a-week activity at the gym with a good 
prognosis. Not only had Mr. Salzman’s life been restored, 
but his experience at Bethesda was so positive he wanted 
to share it. He says excellent healthcare is available in 
South Florida at Bethesda and you don’t have to travel 
out of the area to get top-notch treatment.

A few months later, the Salzmans attended an anniver-
sary party for the Heart Hospital and heard other grateful 
patients give their own testimonials. Touched by the wonder-
ful, lifesaving care that Mr. Salzman and so many others 

Fred and Barbara Salzman were moved to 
make a significant pledge to the Bethesda 
Heart Hospital after the cardiac care  
Mr. Salzman received exceeded the 
couple’s expectations.

bethesda life | bethesda hospital foundation

heartfeltthanks
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Women of grAce
The 14th Annual Women of Grace 
Luncheon is being planned for 
Wednesday, Nov. 13, at The Mar-a-
Lago Club in Palm Beach. This event 
honors women volunteers whose 
outstanding service inspires and 

enriches our community. The success of this event in 
the past has enabled the Bethesda Hospital Founda-
tion to raise more than $1 million for Bethesda’s 
Center for Women and Children. Dr. Jacqueline 
Moroco Maloney is serving as the Luncheon Chair-
man and the Foundation is excited to recognize the 
2013 Honorees: Patricia Brown-Paytee: Sickle Cell 
Foundation of Palm Beach County & Treasure Coast; 
Susan Duane: Wayside House, Gulf Stream School, 
Impact 100, Lupus Foundation of Southeast Florida 
and Bethesda Hospital Foundation; Sandra Green-
blatt: Tri-County Humane Society; Michelle Rubin: 
Junior League of Boca Raton and Autism After 21; 
Bettina Young: Literacy Coalition of Palm Beach 
County, Bethesda Hospital Foundation, Lupus 
Foundation of Southeast Florida, Gulf Stream School, 
the Boys & Girls Club and the Renaissance Learning 
Center. Tables of 10, individual tickets for $150 per 
person and VIP tickets for $200 per person are  
available at the Foundation website. For information, 
call 561-737-7733, ext. 84445, or visit  
www.BethesdaHospitalFoundation.org.

mArk your cAlendAr
The Bethesda Hospital Foundation is planning a full season of events to raise support for Bethesda. Visit  
www.BethesdaHospitalFoundation.org to register, purchase tickets or to receive more information. 

Seated, left to right: Bettina Young and Susan Duane; 
Standing, left to right: Patricia Brown-Paytee, Michelle 
Rubin and Sandra Greenblatt

There are many ways 
you, too, can give to make 
a difference. Donations of 
any amount are accepted. 
Please consider offering your 
support and investing in our 
community so that everyone 
here can benefit from the 
healthcare provided by our 
not-for-profit hospitals. We 
are owned by the community 
and rely on your generosity.

Ways to Give
You can make a contribution 
outright or make a pledge 
payable over a designated 
time period:
■  By check: Make checks 

payable to the Bethesda 
Hospital Foundation.
 ■  By credit card

■  By stocks: Transfer  
appreciated stocks to  
the Bethesda Hospital 
Foundation by calling  
561-276-1680, and using 
DTC code 5198 into 
account #731-04001. There 
are two advantages to this 
approach: avoid paying 
capital gains taxes on 
appreciated stocks; and 
qualify for a tax deduction 
on the full value.
 ■   By trust: Name Bethesda 
Hospital Foundation an 
irrevocable beneficiary 
of a trust, life insurance 
policy or other planned 
gift for the “present 
value”—based on the 
donor’s age. 

Visit BethesdaHospital  
Foundation.org, call 561-737-
7733, ext. 84445 or return the 
envelope in this magazine to make 
a donation or learn more.

the BethesdA hospitAl West 
golf And tennis tournAment

The Bethesda Hospital West Golf 
and Tennis Tournament will be held 
Saturday, Dec. 7, 2013, at Indian 
Spring Country Club. Arnie Rich 
and Mel Olshan are serving as 
chairmen of this event in its third 

year to benefit Bethesda Hospital West, which 
opened earlier this year.

the BethesdA pro-Am
The Bethesda Pro-Am will continue 
Monday, Jan. 20, 2014, at Pine Tree 
Golf Club. LPGA greats Beth Daniel 
and Meg Mallon will serve as hosts for 
the fifth year. Joining them will be out-
standing LPGA players and pros. Check 

the Foundation website to see which pros have signed 
on and to learn more about playing in the Pro-Am.

59th AnnuAl BethesdA BAll
The Bethesda Ball tradition continues 
in our 59th year as we celebrate a 
festive and elegant evening, Satur-
day, March 1, 2014, at The Breakers 
in Palm Beach. Guests will enjoy din-
ner, dancing and live entertainment. 

Visit www.BethesdaHospitalFoundation.org  
to register, purchase tickets or receive more  
information about Foundation events, or call  
561-737-7733, ext. 84445. Follow us on Face-
book and Twitter; search “Bethesda Hosp Found.”

7
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LPGA greats Beth Daniel (l) and Meg Mallon (r) with 
Bethesda Health President and CEO Roger Kirk.
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Aquatic and 
physical therapy 
helps skydiver 
find firm ground

Stephen Spradling had big 
plans for 2013. An outfielder 
for Florida State University, 
he was looking forward to 
his senior baseball season 
and final semester of college. 
Then, on Dec. 30, 2012, a 
skydiving trip to Sebastian, 
Fla., changed everything 
for the 23-year-old Boynton 
Beach resident.

“Everything was great until 
another skydiver crossed 
my path about 100 yards 
before the ground,” recalls 
Spradling. 

An experienced skydiver, 
Spradling’s quick reaction 
saved them both from an 
almost certainly fatal mid-air 
crash. However, his sudden 
shift caused him to free-fall 
the rest of the way.

“Miraculously, I survived. 
I was taken to the nearest 
trauma center in Melbourne 
with serious injuries to my 
pelvis, lower back, ribs and 
bladder.” 

Spradling spent about 
three weeks in the hospi-
tal and underwent several 
surgeries. He spent the 

Months of extensive 
therapy have put 
collegiate athlete 

Stephen Spradling 
on the road to 

recovery.
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next couple of months in 
a wheelchair, unable to put 
any weight on his surgi-
cally repaired pelvis. Finally, 
in March, he had healed 
enough to begin physical 
therapy with Bethesda’s 
aquatic therapy program. 

Life Aquatic
Aphrodite (Freada) Dailey, 
aquatic therapist, recalls 
Spradling’s first day in the 
pool. “We had to lift him into 
the pool and carry him down 
to the deep end so that the 
water was up to his shoulder.”

Aquatic therapy uses the 
natural buoyancy of the 
water to support the body, 
reducing stress on joints  
and muscles. In addition,  
the heated water soothes  
the pain associated with 
musculo-skeletal injuries.  

“The first time standing in 
the pool was incredible,” Spra-
dling adds. “It was awesome to 
just walk across the pool.”

Spradling had aquatic 
therapy three times per 
week. He spent the next few 
weeks building strength and 
improving range of motion. 
Exercises included walking 
in the pool and other move-
ments to exercise his legs. 
As he was able to tolerate 
it, they moved him to more 
shallow water, then even 
added some weights.

With his doctor’s permis-
sion, Spradling graduated to 
land-based physical therapy. 
He progressed from the 
wheelchair, to a walker, to 
crutches and, finally, to 
walking unassisted. 

“As an athlete, I was very 
familiar with physical train-
ing. But exercises that used 
to be easy were now difficult 
and sometimes painful,” 
Spradling explains. 

Michael Cortese, certi-
fied physical therapist and 
athletic trainer, credits 
Spradling’s previous athletic 

condition to his swift recov-
ery. “Being a conditioned 
athlete benefited his therapy. 
He had a very positive atti-
tude and was determined to 
work hard and keep up with 
his exercises at home.”

Time to Heal
By May, several weeks ahead 
of schedule, Spradling 
was doing more advanced 
therapy and training. He 
was doing sit-ups and even 
jogging.

“Everyone at Bethesda was 
great,” Spradling adds. “They 
were encouraging and help-
ful. God has really blessed 
me through this process, 
allowing me to heal.”

Well on the road to a full 
physical recovery, Spradling 
spent the summer finish-
ing his degree in geography, 
with a minor in psychology. 
Now, he’s looking forward to 
the many new opportunities 
ahead. 

BethesdA cAn help your recovery
The team of licensed therapists at Bethesda Outpatient Rehabilitation has 
one goal—to help you with your recovery. 

With four convenient locations, Bethesda Outpatient Rehabilitation offers 
an extensive array of facilities and experts to guide you through your recov-
ery. Our team of licensed therapists offers many services, including physical 
and occupational therapy, hearing services, cancer rebound programs, 
cardiac rehabilitation, hand therapy and more. For a full listing of services, 
visit www.MyBethesdaHealth.com and select the Cornell Rehab tab. To 
schedule an appointment, call 561-374-5700.

 ■ Bethesda Professional Plaza 
2623 S. Seacrest Blvd.,  
Boynton Beach

 ■ Bethesda Health City 
10301 Hagen Ranch Rd.,  
Boynton Beach

 ■ DeVos-Blum YMCA of  
Boynton Beach 
9600 S. Military Tr., Boynton Beach

 ■ Blum Family YMCA of Boca Raton 
6631 Palmetto Cir. South,  
Boca Raton

help for 
pArkinson’s 
pAtients
Bethesda is proud to offer 
the latest therapy techniques 
for patients with Parkinson’s 
Disease and other move-
ment disorders. The LSVT 
(Lee Silverman Voice 
Treatment) BIG and LOUD™ 
therapy program teaches 
patients to do everything in 
a “big” way to overcome the 
challenges associated with 
their condition. It is led by a 
physical therapist certified 
in BIG, and speech patholo-
gists certified in LOUD. To 
schedule an appointment, 
call 561-374-5700.

After his accident, Spradling took his 
first steps in the pool with aquatic 
therapist Freada Dailey.
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cancer care

waves
The term pancreatic cancer can bring to mind 
thoughts of doom. It is the fourth-leading cause  
of cancer death in the U.S. 

Matthew J. D’Alessio, M.D., director of Surgi-
cal Oncology for Bethesda Comprehensive 
Cancer Center, says, “There is hope for 
patients with pancreatic cancer. New 
technology and treatment practices are 
giving us an upper hand.”

Leading a team of local specialists, 
Dr. D’Alessio and Bethesda Compre-
hensive Cancer Center have modeled 
their treatment protocols after those 
of M.D. Anderson in Houston, one of 
the nation’s top cancer centers. 

“Our integrated team of highly quali-
fied physicians makes Bethesda unique,” 
he explains. “We offer world-class treat-
ment in a community hospital setting.”

New Protocols
The vague and mild symptoms of 
pancreatic cancer mean that it is often 
undiscovered until later stages of the dis-
ease. It also spreads quickly. The newest 
treatment protocols address this aggres-
sive nature. Instead of surgery first, which 
can delay chemotherapy and radiation 
treatments for several weeks, doctors can 
treat the systemic disease right away.

“We can immediately begin chemo-radia-
tion treatment,” adds Dr. D’Alessio. “Then, 
after about six weeks, we can consider 
surgery.”

Bethesda is also improving the quality  
of pancreatic cancer care in our local 
community through new technology. New 
endoscopic ultrasound equipment aids in 
early diagnosis. This minimally invasive 
procedure gives physicians an “inside look” 

New hope in diagnosis and 
treatment of pancreatic cancer

 

at the pancreas, and the ability to do a biopsy 
to confirm the diagnosis.

“Educating our community is also imper-
ative,” continues Dr. D’Alessio. “See your 
doctor if something doesn’t feel right; 
find the cause of your symptoms.”

Pancreatic cancer causes symptoms 
common to many diseases or conditions. 

They can often be vague, and can vary 
greatly among patients. Your doctor may 

order one or more imaging studies, such as 
CT scans, MRI or ultrasound to find the cause 

of your symptoms.
Some of the more common symptoms include:

“With an early diagnosis and advanced,  
integrated treatment, pancreatic cancer can  
be beaten,” adds Dr. D’Alessio. 

 
For more information about pancreatic cancer, its treat-
ment and the Bethesda Comprehensive Cancer Center, visit 
www.BethesdaCancerCenter.org. If you are looking for a 

cancer specialist, call Physician Referral at 561-737-7733, 
ext. 84499.

positive
Matthew J. D’Alessio, M.D.
Board Certified general surgeon, 
Fellowship Trained surgical 
oncologist on Bethesda’s Medical 
Staff since 2010.

■  Abdominal pain 
■  Back pain, particu-

larly in the middle 
back

■ Itching
■  Jaundice (yellowing 

of the skin or eyes)
■  Loss of appetite, sud-

den change in taste

■ Nausea
■  Pale or light- 

colored stools  
(pale, floating)

■ Sudden weight loss
■  Elevated blood 

sugars (worsening 
diabetes with weight 
loss)
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According to the National Institutes of 
Health, 50 percent of men in their 
60s will experience difficulty urinat-
ing because of an enlarged prostate. 
Also know as benign prostatic 
hyperplasia, or BPH, its symptoms 
include difficulty urinating, leak-
age after urination and frequency, 
among other problems. In men ages 
80 and older, the percentage of BPH 
sufferers climbs to 90 percent.

For many, BPH, a non-cancerous 
condition, can be treated with 
medication. For other patients whose quality of life is com-
promised or for whom medication no longer helps, surgical 
treatment may be the most effective, long-term solution, says 
David Weinstein, M.D., a Board Certified urologist. 

GreenLight Laser Therapy
There are several safe, time-tested BPH surgery options. 
GreenLight Laser Therapy is an outpatient, minimally inva-
sive alternative to traditional prostate surgery, with highly 
comparable results, says Dr. Weinstein.

getting the
green lıght Laser surgery for 

enlarged prostate 
can have immediate 
benefits

During GreenLight Laser Therapy, a 
thin, hollow cystoscope is inserted into the 
urethra. A fiber threaded through the cysto-
scope delivers laser energy, heating and safely 
destroying excess prostate tissue, relieving 

pressure on the bladder and urethra.
“At Bethesda, surgeons have access to powerful 180-watt 

laser technology that allows the medical team to work 
quickly and efficiently during the procedure, further reduc-
ing the chance for complications,” says Dr. Weinstein.

The procedure is typically completed in less than one hour. 
Patients wake up without pain and most return home within 
two hours and are back to work within a week. Side effects may 
include slight burning on urination or blood-tinged urine for a 
few days. Patients typically are seen for a checkup by their urol-
ogist after one week, and then at three months post-treatment.

With the prostate no longer blocking flow, urinary symptoms 
are greatly reduced or disappear altogether. “My patients often 
find the results remarkable. I frequently get comments like,  
‘I haven’t urinated this well in 20 years,’” he adds. 

Dr. Weinstein says patients usually can stop using their BPH 
medications immediately following the procedure. After five 
years of doing the procedure, for the typical patient, there has 
been no effect on sexual function or urine control. 

Please join us! Dr. Weinstein will present: “Prostate Health: GreenLight 
Laser and Other Treatment Options” on Wednesday, Oct. 16, 2013, at  
11 a.m. in the classroom at Bethesda Hospital West, 9655 W. Boynton 
Beach Blvd. Please register at 561-731-CARE (2273) or visit  
www.MyBethesdaHealth.com.

urologic care

GreenLight Laser Therapy gently destroys excess 
prostate tissue, relieving pressure on the bladder 
and urethra. 

David Weinstein, M.D.
Board Certified urologist on  
Bethesda’s Medical Staff since 1990.
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20 
13b Upcoming community lectures

Prostate Health and  
Treatment Options
David Weinstein, M.D.
RSVP: 561-731-CARE 
(2273)

Five Questions with 
an Interventional 
Cardiologist
Neerav Suresh Shah, M.D.
 RSVP: 561-731-CARE 
(2273)

Understanding 
Fibromyalgia
Shirley S. Zelikovsky, M.D.
RSVP: 561-731-CARE 
(2273)

Pelvic Floor Disorders
Harish Madhav, M.D.
William K. Skinner, M.D.
RSVP: 561-731-CARE 
(2273)

A Cure for Thumb Pain
Angelo N. Incorvaia, M.D.
RSVP: 561-731-CARE 
(2273)

Superpath: The Latest  
in Hip Replacement
Elvis Grandic, M.D.
 RSVP: 561-731-CARE 
(2273)

Surgical Weight  
Reduction Symposium
Miguel A. Lopez-Viego, M.D.
RSVP: 561-737-7733,  
ext. 84688

Pulmonary Hypertension: 
What You Need to Know
Andres F. Ruiz, M.D.
 RSVP: 561-731-CARE 
(2273)

Surgical Weight  
Reduction Symposium
Miguel A. Lopez-Viego, M.D.
 RSVP: 561-737-7733,  
ext. 84688

10
THUR
4:30 p.m.

16
WED
11 a.m.

23
WED
2 p.m.

Atrial Fibrillation:  
My Flopping Heart
Daniel S. Goldman, M.D.
RSVP: 561-731-CARE 
(2273)

Orthosensor: The Latest 
in Knee Replacement
Elvis Grandic, M.D.
RSVP: 561-731-CARE 
(2273)

Knee Pain  
Treatment Options
Dana R. Desser, D.O.
RSVP: 561-731-CARE 
(2273)

6
WED
4:30 p.m.

7
THUR
6:30 p.m.

4
MON
2 p.m.

13
WED
3 p.m.

21
THUR
4:30 p.m.

5
THUR
6:30 p.m.

3
TUES

2 p.m.

5
THUR
4:30 p.m.

11
WED
12 p.m.

Angelo N. Incorvala, M.D., will discuss the 
causes of and treatments for thumb pain on 
Thursday, Nov. 21, at Bethesda Hospital West.


